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Abstract

The application of nanotechnology to personalized medicine provides an unprecedented opportunity to improve the treatment of many diseases. Nanomaterials offer several advantages as therapeutic and diagnostic tools due to design flexibility, small sizes, large surface-to-volume ratio, and ease of surface modification with multivalent ligands to increase avidity for target molecules. Nanomaterials can be engineered to interact with specific biological components, allowing them to benefit from the insights provided by personalized medicine techniques. To tailor these interactions, a comprehensive knowledge of how nanomaterials interact with biological systems is critical. Herein, we discuss how the interactions of nanomaterials with biological systems can guide their design for diagnostic, imaging and drug delivery purposes. A general overview of nanomaterials under investigation is provided with an emphasis on systems that have reached clinical trials. Finally, considerations for the development of personalized nanomedicines are summarized such as the potential toxicity, scientific and technical challenges in fabricating them, and regulatory and ethical issues raised by the utilization of nanomaterials.
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1. Introduction

The application of nanotechnology to medicine has created an interdisciplinary research field, often referred to as nanomedicine, which has the potential to significantly improve the
way many diseases are treated [1]. Within the nascent but rapidly growing field of nanomedicine, personalized medicine applications are among the most promising and exciting innovations [2]. Personalized medicine consists of a healthcare strategy where specific therapeutics are prescribed to patients on the basis of genetic, phenotypic, and environmental factors that influence the response to therapy [3]. It has long been recognized that individual patients respond differently to the same drug in terms of efficacy and safety due to the complexity and heterogeneity of diseases and patients [4]. For example, some drugs and dosages cause adverse health effects within a particular patient population while a different patient population responds well to the drug treatment with minimal side effects. Similarly, there may be marked variability in efficacy as well. With an increased understanding of genomics and the emergence of novel technologies for the investigation of molecular profiling and genetic mapping of a patient, personalized medicine is poised to begin reaching its full potential.

The application of nanomaterials to medical problems has already demonstrated a clinical impact in terms of delivery strategies for a range of bioactive molecules, including therapeutic agents, nucleic acids and imaging contrast agents [5]. Nanotechnology enables a combinatorial library of nanoparticles to be synthesized with precise control over surface modifications (e.g., targeting moieties, charge modification, stealth), size, shape, and other particle characteristics that can be screened in order to find the best particle properties for patient-specific therapeutics [6]. There are already examples of nanomedicine in the clinic. Doxil®, a PEGylated liposomal doxorubicin formulation, was the first nanosized therapeutic on the market in 1995 and was used as an effective treatment for metastatic breast cancer and recurrent ovarian cancer [7]. Other systems are in various stages of preclinical and clinical advancements. For example, a targeted therapeutic nanoparticle, named BIND-014, that accumulates in tumors while avoiding uptake by the healthy cells have shown promising results in an ongoing clinical trial [6]. Another example is a lipid nanoparticulate delivery system (Oncoprex®) containing plasmid DNA encoding the TUSC2 tumor suppressor that is being studied in combination with erlotinib, a human epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitor, in lung cancer patients unresponsive to erlotinib or lacking the EGFR mutation [8]. Preclinical studies in animals showed that intravenous TUSC2 nanoparticles work synergistically with erlotinib to overcome drug-induced resistance by simultaneously inactivating the EGFR pathway and by inducing apoptosis in resistant cells. A phase II clinical trial evaluating intravenous TUSC2 nanoparticles in combination with erlotinib will begin in 2012. This will provide two possible therapeutic options depending on the tumor EGFR expression: EGFR inhibitor monotherapy or in combination with the nanoparticles. Progress has also been made in the development of versatile nanocarriers placing emphasis upon patient-specific treatments. For example, Zhang and colleagues recently proposed red blood cell (RBC) membrane-coated nanoparticles to evade the immune system and exhibit longer retention time in the blood [9]. This approach suggests an elegant yet hard to clinically-implement methodology: the patient’s RBCs are collected and emptied to leave only the membranes, the latter are then fused with pre-formed polymeric nanoparticles. The resultant RBC-membrane coated nanoparticles are therefore decorated with the patient’s own proteins and cell membranes to evade the host’s defense mechanisms.

While personalized medicine can guide the design and use of nanocarriers, nanotechnology can also aid in the collection of genomic and molecular data necessary for personalized medicine. Advances in personalized medicine occur through the development of novel nanomaterials as well as technologies for the early detection, imaging, and identification of molecular signatures of diseases. The field of pharmacogenetics and “omics” technologies (e.g., pharmacogenomics, pharmacoproteomics and pharmacometabonomics) have enabled the investigation of an individual patient’s genetic and molecular profiles. This information have provided insights into the mechanisms of disease and how to appropriately combine
therapeutics with specific disease profiles. Nanoscale materials and technologies have the ability to greatly expand the molecular and genetic information gathered from patients. For example, the GeneChip® microarray allows nanoscale patterning of biological molecules on surfaces with exquisite control over their spatial placement to obtain DNA sequencing [1, 10]. With the ability to control molecular deposition now in the nanometer range, a million-fold increase in information density could be packed in “nanoarrays” for the detection of nucleic acids or proteomic profiles [11-13]. Another example is gold nanoparticles modified with biorecognition molecules that are used for high-throughput genomic detection and are currently approved for use by the FDA [14-16].

A research report of commercialization efforts of nanomedicine from the Business Communications Company indicated that the global nanomedicine sales are projected to grow to over $100 billion by 2014 [17]. There are increasingly growing partnerships between biopharmaceutical companies and nanomedicine startups pursuing nanomedicine R&D projects due to the enormous potential applications of nanotechnology to healthcare. One of the predominant focuses is drug delivery applications. The other nanomedicine products include in vivo imaging agents, in vitro diagnostics, biomaterials, and active implants [18]. As our fundamental understanding of diseases increases, implementations of nanotechnology will offer an expanding toolbox to improve point-of-care diagnostics, enable integration of diagnostics with therapeutics, and treat patients with a more personal approach.

While nanomedicine starts to show much promise to the field of personalized medicine, further research is required to expand its impact. In particular, a fundamental understanding of the interactions between nanomaterial surfaces and complex proteins in biological fluids needs to be achieved. This would influence both in vivo delivery of therapeutics and ex vivo diagnostics. Likewise, interactions between nanomaterials and cells, through non-specific contacts or ligand-receptor interactions, as well as the intracellular mechanisms responsible for trafficking of a nanomaterial in the cell, must be more thoroughly characterized. There is a complex relationship between a nanomaterial’s physicochemical properties (e.g., size, charge, surface properties), and its interaction within a biological system. Small changes in size, charge, surface functionalization and chemical composition can lead to radically different interactions with living systems [19]. These interactions then determine the biocompatibility, stability, biological performance and side effects of the nanomaterial. In this regard, understanding the nano-bio interactions and the relationships between the nanomaterial properties/structure and activity will provide a conceptual basis for the rational design and safe use of personalized nanomedicines.

In the first section of this review, we will address different areas in which better comprehension is required and propose examples showing how nanomaterials interact with their environment in complex and subtle manners. Each subject will be discussed from the perspective of its implications for personalized medicine. The second section will highlight some examples that demonstrate current trends and novel concepts in the field of nanomedicine and its impact on personalized medicine. These include nano-sized platforms for the targeted delivery of therapeutics, contrast agents for diagnostic imaging, and theranostic nanoparticles. The use of nanoparticles for the discovery of biomarkers and molecular diagnostic will also be evaluated. Finally, the third section will present the scientific and technical challenges associated with developing personalized nanomedicines, various safety, political and ethical issues raised in the field, as well as the obstacles and limitations associated with personalized nanomedicine.
2. Interactions of nanomaterials in biological systems

As the role of nanomaterials in biology and medicine continues to grow, the number of situations in which they will be in contact with biological systems will indisputably increase. In this domain where the complexities of nanotechnology and human physiology combine, fundamental understanding is essential before one can think about intricate applications. In the following section, three different aspects of the interactions between nanomaterials and proteins will be presented. Their relevance to personalized medicine will be highlighted in the last section.

2.1 Protein-binding

When nanoparticles are utilized for treatment, imaging a tumor, or aiding to establish a diagnosis upon systemic administration, the first tissue they encounter is the blood and all the proteins it contains within. Similarly, when diagnostic nanomaterials are used *in vitro* or *ex vivo* to analyze samples of biological fluids, they will come in contact with complex proteins mixtures. The adsorption of proteins on a substrate is a much more complex phenomenon when the surface possesses nanoscale dimensions as compared to that of larger proportions [20]. The relative surface area of nanomaterials is very large and their features are on the same order as proteins (1 to 20 nm) [21]. The interactions between proteins and materials of the nano- and meso- or macroscales are therefore both quantitatively and qualitatively different.

Upon contact with biological fluids (e.g., blood, interstitial fluid or mucosal secretions), nanoparticles are coated with proteins that may change their surface charge and properties. This biological coating can subsequently lead to the loss of performance due to an increase in hydrodynamic size or aggregation. The protein that binds most strongly to polymeric nanoparticles, liposomes, iron oxide nanoparticles and carbon nanotubes are albumin, immunoglobulins, fibrinogen, apolipoproteins and proteins from the complement cascade [20].

### 2.1.1 Decreasing the nonspecific protein interaction—

When nanoparticles are administered systemically, the proteins that adhere to their surface will greatly affect their circulation and biodistribution [22, 23]. Complement and immunoglobulin binding promotes particle opsonization, leading to recognition by the mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS) and rapid clearance from the bloodstream [22]. MPS capture is dictated by macrophage phagocytosis (mostly in the sinusoids of the liver) and splenic filtration [23, 24]. Aggregation of nanoparticles in the blood can also lead to retention and embolism in the lung capillaries [25].

Short circulation half-life, low efficacy, and toxicity caused by accumulation of foreign materials in the liver and spleen are the primary limitation for the systemic administration of nanoparticles. These issues have led to the development of strategies aimed at increasing blood residence time. Among these, the use of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) for surface functionalization has been shown to dramatically reduce protein absorption, particularly apolipoprotein J and complement protein C3, through hydrophilicity and steric repulsion effects, therefore extending residence time in blood [26-28]. This has allowed the “stealth” nanoparticle carriers to be present in the bloodstream long enough to reach or recognize their therapeutic site of action [29].

Examples of “stealth” nanocarriers include PEGylated liposomal doxorubicin (Doxil®) and the PLA-PEG micelle form of paclitaxel (Genexol-PM®, marketed in Korea in 2007). Encapsulating doxorubicin within PEGylated nanoparticles allows for extended circulation half-life in blood and higher tumor concentration of doxorubicin. The homing to the disease...
site is driven only by the particles’ nano-dimensions and PEGylated surface through the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect [30], which results from enhanced vascular permeability and the absence of a functioning lymphatic system, and is not related to any specific recognition of the target.

In addition to causing quick clearance, nonspecific interactions of nanomaterials with proteins from complex biological samples (e.g., human blood serum, plasma and tissue extracts) hamper the full exploitation of ex vivo nano-based diagnostics and arrays [31]. Novel diagnostic nanomaterials are emerging for the detection and quantification of less abundant biomarkers in biological samples and are envisioned to provide ground-breaking tools for personalized nanomedicine [32]. These nanoparticles and nanostructures possess many unique and advantageous physical properties when applied as ultra-sensitive signal transducers and protein biosensors in the fields of molecular diagnostics and proteomics. Their nanoscale dimensions also result in increases in information quality, quantity and density. Major examples include nanocantilevers, nanowires, nanotube arrays and oligonucleotide-modified gold nanoparticle-based bio-barcode assays that enable multibiomarker detection [1]. However, the development of these approaches with high sensitivity and selectivity faces several bottlenecks including deconvolution of noise from the signal, especially in regard to biofouling. For the analysis of proteomic signatures, a major challenge will be the identification of signatures from low-concentration molecular species, in the presence of extremely high concentrations of non-specific serum proteins. Nonspecific binding remains a major concern which may lead to false positive signals and low signal-to-noise ratios for a given assay. For various applications such as affinity biosensors or nanoarrays, it is critical to block possible sites for nonspecific binding and/or treat nanomaterials with surface coatings that combine an ultralow fouling background with abundant biorecognition elements. To solve this problem, nonfouling coating materials such as zwitterionic polymers, PEG and its derivatives have been developed to prevent nonspecific protein adsorption when exposed to complex media [33, 34]. For example, combined with a surface plasma resonance (SPR) sensor, the protein arrays created using zwitterionic poly(carboxybetaine acrylamide) are able to detect specific cancer biomarkers and monitor the kinetics of antigen-antibody interactions from 100% human blood plasma with high specificity and sensitivity [33]. The background noise was very low due to significantly minimized total nonspecific protein adsorption on the functionalized zwitterionic surface.

2.1.2. Limiting the immunogenicity—Decreasing the immunogenicity of a nanomaterial is also of critical importance since therapeutic nanoconstructs have dimensions very similar to those of pathogens for which recognition signals were positively selected for evolution [35]. The understanding of the immune reactions to therapeutic and diagnostic nanomaterials is still poorly characterized and additional knowledge is required to ensure which characteristics warrant repeated systemic administration without adverse reactions.

For example, in preclinical studies, the phenomenon aptly named accelerated blood clearance (ABC) has been observed in animal models for various types of nanoconstructs [36-38]. In this effect, an initial sensitization of the animals to the nanomaterial triggers a transient immune response and induction of Immunoglobulin M (IgM) antibody which prompts rapid clearance of the subsequently administered doses by increased capture in the liver and the spleen [12-14]. The factors that impact the appearance of this phenomenon are multifaceted and include the nature of the payload of the nanomaterial [39, 40], the dose administered [39-41], and other physicochemical characteristics of each nanoconstruct [41, 42]. The encapsulation of cytotoxic compounds seems to highly diminish the ABC effect, possibly through a deleterious effect on the B cells responsible for the secretion of IgM [39, 40]. In the current context where all nanomedicines on the market contain anticancer drugs, the manifestations of ABC have had limited significance. However, the future development
of nanomedicines for all types of diseases and encapsulating a variety of drugs will certainly have to address that problem before nanomaterials can be repeatedly and consistently administered.

Understanding nanomaterial-protein interactions is also important for the development of safer and better tolerated nanomedicine. PEGylated liposomes are known to exhibit prolonged circulation time in blood and have had success in translation to the clinic. However, infusion of therapeutic liposomal drugs such as Doxil® as well as other amphiphilic lipids which have reached the bedside (e.g., Cremophor EL®) could lead to a hypersensitivity syndrome called complement activation-related pseudoallergy (CARPA). The CARPA syndrome differs from anaphylaxis since it does not involve IgE but arises as a consequence of activation of the complement (C) system. Also, CARPA improves upon subsequent exposure and can be mitigated in patients by reducing the infusion rate as opposed to anaphylaxis where re-exposure usually triggers a more serious reaction [43].

Moghimi et al. have demonstrated that liposomes prepared using anionic phospholipid-PEG conjugates caused CARPA, partly because the highly cationic region of the globular C1q protein binds with the anionic charge localized on the phosphate oxygen of the lipid-PEG conjugate through electrostatic interaction. This induces activation of the complement cascade, opsonization of the nanoparticle surface and anaphylatoxin production (reflected in significant rises in SC5b-9, C4d, C3a and C5a levels in human sera) [44]. CARPA is mostly mild and transient, but in some patients, it can be severe or even lethal. In addition, a main manifestation of complement activation is cardiopulmonary distress; therefore, CARPA may be a safety issue primarily in cardiac patients.

Several methods have been explored to circumvent the problem. A previous study revealed that removal of the negative charge by methylation of the phosphate oxygen of lipid-PEG conjugates totally prevented complement activation. Others have recently synthesized a range of neutral lipopolymers and variations thereof for liposome engineering [45]. Remarkably, preliminary investigations have demonstrated that such lipopolymer-incorporated liposomes are poor activators of the human and porcine complement system when compared to vehicles bearing anionic lipid-PEG conjugates [46]. The nanoformulations prepared with neutral lipopolymers may hold great potential to treat patients with severe CARPA response or cardiac disease. More studies have been conducted to test the CARPA concept and the immunological interactions of liposomal and amphiphilic polymeric nanoparticles [47, 48]. In addition to the CARPA reactions observed in the clinics, complement activation also leads to opsonisation of the nanomaterials and enhances their clearance by the MPS. Therefore, any measure to prevent its activation could translate into increased circulation times and efficiency. Figure 1 demonstrates the different pathways that trigger the complement system and how physicochemical properties of nanomaterials can switch the activation process from one pathway to another [49-55].

2.1.3. Exploiting the beneficial aspects of protein-binding—The nanomaterial-protein interactions should not only be viewed as being disadvantageous, as some preferential interactions can be used to guide the distribution of nanoparticles to specific tissues. For example, decoration of nanomaterial with specific proteins prior to injection has been exploited for particular targeting purposes [56-58].

More recently, a possibly higher response rate in a subset of patients observed during the first clinical studies on albumin-coated paclitaxel (nab-PTX, Abraxane®) sparked a flash of enthusiasm in the drug delivery community. In this study, it was found that different response rates between individual patients receiving nab-PTX could be explained by degrees of expression in the extratumoral protein SPARC (secreted protein acidic and rich in
cysteine) [59]. SPARC is a secreted matricellular glycoprotein with high binding affinity to albumin which functions to regulate cell-matrix interactions [60]. Its overexpression is associated with increased tumor invasion and metastasis, leading to poor prognosis in multiple tumor types including breast, prostate, and head and neck cancers [61]. In this context, the prospect that SPARC-positive patients would respond better to nab-PTX was particularly appealing.

Desai et al. tested this hypothesis by correlating the clinical response and SPARC tumor expression in a retrospective analysis of 60 patients receiving nab-PTX as monotherapy against head and neck cancer [59]. It was found that response to nab-PTX was higher for SPARC-positive patients (83%) than SPARC-negative patients (25%). As shown in Figure 2, a possible explanation for the positive correlations between SPARC expression and the drug is that the interactions of albumin and SPARC in the tumor interstitium could facilitate the accumulation of nab-PTX in the tumor. Furthermore, the albumin-drug interactions were thought to facilitate the transport of paclitaxel molecules across endothelial barriers via gp60 receptor and caveolin-1 mediated transcytosis [59].

As further supporting evidence, a study in animals with multiple tumor xenografts also showed correlations between the relative efficacy of nab-PTX and SPARC expression. In this study, the albumin-containing formulation was compared to polysorbate-based docetaxel. In comparison with control groups, the effect of nab-PTX in HER2-positive breast tumors with increasing SPARC expression seemed superior to that witnessed in MDA-MB-231/HER2-positive tumors with low SPARC expression [62]. It should be noted, however, that differences between the pharmacological agents used (paclitaxel vs. docetaxel) and the large discrepancies between the doses of drug administered in the different groups strongly limit the conclusions that can be drawn from this study.

To complicate matters, a recent study yielded confounding evidence about the implication of SPARC on the efficacy of nab-PTX. In animals bearing patient-derived non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) tumor xenografts, the response to nab-PTX could not be correlated to SPARC expression. In this study, the improved antitumor effect of the albumin-based formulation over solvent-solubilized PTX could also be observed in some SPARC-negative tumors and the induction of SPARC expression in low-responsive tumors could not enhance activity [63]. This implies the possibility of other mechanisms being implicated to explain the response to nab-PTX. In this study, the compared doses of drugs (30 mg/kg/day of nab-PTX vs. 13.4 mg/kg/day of solvent-formulated PTX) were reputedly equitoxic. However, these doses were ascertained based on the tolerability of the compound in mice [64]. Hence, it still remains difficult to address if the benefits of nab-PTX over solvent-formulated PTX are uniquely owed to improved tolerability or to real targeting manifestations.

In conclusion, more efforts are needed before we can ascertain the role of SPARC expression as a biomarker for personalized anticancer therapies using albumin-based formulations. For one, there is a current lack of understanding of the stability of the 130-nm albumin-encapsulated PTX nanoparticles once it is introduced in the blood. Some reports mention that, upon dilution, the nanoparticles dissolve into individual albumin-PTX complexes [65], but the nature of these interactions between the drug and proteins remain unclear. Finally, larger prospective clinical validations in multiple tumor types are required to investigate the correlations between SPARC expression and response to treatment. As of now, the only published clinical justification that establishes association between nab-PTX and SPARC expression is a retrospective analysis of a 60-patient clinical phase II study [59].

2.1.4. The impact of nanomaterial-protein interactions on personalized nanomedicine—From the preceding examples, it is clear that further understanding of the
interactions between proteins and nanomaterials are required to further establish their potential for personalized medicine. The role of blood proteins on the clearance and immunological mechanisms must be better defined in order to more effectively implement nanoconstructs for therapeutic purposes. Patients display inter-individual variability in the circulating levels of various proteins (e.g., lipoproteins, immunoglobulins, cytokines). These differences can explain the variations in each patient’s response to therapeutics or their higher susceptibility to side effects (i.e., CARPA is observed only in a “reacting” subset of patient population) [43]. Similarly, the homeostasis of blood component can also be intensely affected by health conditions or diseases [66]. For example, physiological stress can trigger overexpression of acute-phase proteins and some of these proteins (e.g., C-reactive protein) can enhance complement activation and macrophage uptake when fixed on the surface of pathogens and senescent cells [67, 68]. The impact of such conditions on the fate of therapeutic nanomaterial must be ascertained before nanomedicine can be used efficiently in a variety of diseases.

In addition, nanomaterial-protein interactions must also be further understood to optimally exploit their beneficial effects on the activity or distribution of nanoconstructs. The example of SPARC is particularly relevant because if the protein is confirmed as a predictive biomarker of response to treatment, the albumin-based formulation would become the first nanomedicine approved for individualized therapy. However, extensive additional preclinical and clinical evidence is required before patients screened based on SPARC expression can receive personalized treatments.

### 2.2 Ligand-mediated interactions

Nanomaterials can be designed to specifically recognize a target with a surface ligand. These interactions can be utilized to preferentially concentrate a therapeutic nanoconstruct at a diseased tissue in vivo [69] or to bind and detect a biomarker for ex vivo diagnostic purposes [1]. The dimensions of the nanomaterials and the opportunity for polyvalent decoration of their surface with ligands contribute to their potential as effective homing and recognition devices. Throughout evolution, pathogens have exploited the multivalent patterning of a ligand on their surface to considerably enhance their affinity and tropism for their target [35, 70]. Likewise, on artificial constructs, a simple increase in the stoichiometry of a ligand can sometimes drastically enhance the ability to bind a substrate [71].

The decoration of a nanoparticle’s surface with a ligand can also trigger receptor-mediated endocytosis by cells expressing the right target on their membrane, a process that has considerable implications for targeted delivery [72]. Ligand-mediated interactions provide many opportunities for personalized medicine including differential spatial localization, intentional homing of nanoparticles to active diseased sites, and elimination of off-target adverse effects. Figure 3A and B illustrate the active binding of nanoparticles to cell surfaces for vascular targeting and tumor cell targeting. Ligand-functionalized nano-based therapeutic systems or imaging contrast agents therefore represent unrivaled platforms to improve the specificity and sensitivity of treatment and diagnostic tools.

The ligands used to decorate nanoparticles can include antibodies, engineered antibody fragments, proteins, peptides, small molecules, and aptamers [73]. For both applications, two types of targets exist: targets that are ubiquitously-expressed in all tissues and targets that are specific to diseased cells. Herein several examples of ligand-receptor interactions exploiting both categories will be presented, and special attention will be given to a few nanoplastforms that are targeted through ligand-receptor interactions and have made their way successfully to clinical trials [74].
2.2.1 Ubiquitous targets—The active targeting of drug delivery systems with transferrin (Tf), a 80-kDa blood-circulating glycoprotein, is a concept which dates back to the late-1980s [75]. Several characteristics make the targeting of transferrin receptors (TfR) attractive and an abundance of systems exploiting this internalization pathway have been designed. First, although the TfR is expressed in all types of tissue to satisfy the ferric (II) iron requirements of dividing cells, the hyper-proliferation of cancer cells makes it an attractive overexpressed target in tumors [76]. Secondly, the endocytosed TfR is very rapidly recycled to the cell surface after internalization [77, 78] which makes it an appealing, almost non-saturable, entryway into the cells. Thirdly, the TfR is believed to facilitate the transport of macromolecules and nanoconstructs across the blood-brain barrier [77], representing a rare opportunity to enable penetration to the central nervous system. For all these reasons, the targeting of therapeutic nanomaterials through Tf has been widely studied.

Recently, Davis et al. reported the first human trial of targeted siRNA delivery using polymeric nanoparticles containing Tf-modified cyclodextrin (CALAA-01) [79, 80]. In this study, human Tf was used as a targeting ligand for binding to TfR, which is typically upregulated on cancer cells and trigger cellular uptake via clathrin-coated pits. These targeted nanoparticles were administered intravenously to patients with melanoma where they circulated and localized in tumors (Figure 4). The Tf on the nanoparticle surface was able to bind to overexpressed TfR on cancer cells, and the nanoparticles were internalized via receptor-mediated endocytosis (Figure 4d). Tumor biopsies from melanoma patients obtained after treatment showed the presence of intracellularly localized nanoparticles in amounts that correlated with dose levels of the nanoparticles administered. Furthermore, a reduction was found in both the specific messenger RNA and the protein levels when compared to tissue obtained before dosing of the targeted nanoconstructs.

The receptor tyrosine kinase EGFR is another potent and well-studied target for anticancer drug delivery systems which is constitutively expressed on the surface of cells throughout the body. In response to the binding of its ligands (i.e., various growth factors), EGFR is significantly involved in cell signaling pathways associated with growth, differentiation and proliferation. EGFR exists on the cell surface and is overexpressed in multi-drug resistant (MDR) cancer cells [81, 82]. Milane et al. utilized this overexpression through the development of EGFR-targeted polymeric nanocarriers for the treatment of MDR cancer using paclitaxel (a common chemotherapeutic agent) and lonidamine (an experimental drug; mitochondrial hexokinase 2 inhibitor) [82]. The safety and efficacy of nanoparticle treatment were tested in a mouse orthotopic model of MDR human breast cancer. It was observed that this nanocarrier system demonstrated superior efficacy and safety relative to free drug combinations (paclitaxel/lonidamine solution) and single agent treatments in nanoparticle and solution forms. The targeted nanoparticles loaded with a combination of paclitaxel and lonidamine were the only treatment group that achieved sustained decrease in tumor volume. In addition, treatment with the EGFR-targeted lonidamine/paclitaxel nanoparticles decreased tumor density and altered the MDR phenotype of the tumor xenografts, decreasing the MDR character of the xenografts as evidenced by a drop in the expression of P-glycoprotein (Pgp) and EGFR. In another study, a versatile nanodiamond (ND) construct that incorporates anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies (mAb), a fluorescent imaging agent and paclitaxel has been developed for multimodal imaging and the treatment of triple-negative subtype of breast cancer (TNBC) [83]. EGFR is expressed at high levels in at least 20% of breast cancers overall, but in 60-70% of patients with TNBC [84], which makes EGFR a potential treatment target. The enhanced cellular internalization of anti-EGFR mAb conjugated ND was only observed in the EGFR-overexpressing MDA-MB-231 cells but not in the basal EGFR expressing MCF7 cells. The data suggested that targeting the mAb moiety increased specificity and internalization within EGFR-
overexpressing breast cancer cells, which subsequently enhanced therapeutic activity of targeted conjugates. To monitor receptor-mediated endocytosis, Lidke et al. used quantum dots (QDs) conjugated to epidermal growth factor (EGF) to study erbB/HER receptor-mediated cellular response to EGF in living human epidermoid carcinoma A431 cells, assigning the mechanism of EGF-induced signaling to heterodimerization of erbB1 and erbB2 monomers and uncovering retrograde transport of endocytosed QD probes [85].

Finally, other examples of ubiquitously-occurring receptors being exploited for active targeting of ligand-functionalized therapeutics exist. For instance, various macromolecular drug conjugates and nanoparticulate systems were studied to take advantage of the overexpression of the folate receptor in tumor cells for the purpose of enhanced delivery as well as diagnosing and imaging malignant masses with improved specificity and sensitivity [86, 87]. Similarly, the retinol-binding protein, which is constitutively expressed in the brain, the spleen, the eyes, the genital organs and in lower quantities in the heart and lungs, was recently exploited to target stellate cells in the liver to alleviate cirrhotic fibrosis [88, 89]. In this approach, the favored non-specific distribution of the liposomes in the liver might contribute to enhancing the interactions between the nanomaterials and their target on the surface of the cells.

2.2.2 Cell-specific targets—Targeting to molecules that are differentially expressed at high levels by certain tissues offers a way to enhance accumulation at specific sites in the body. The exploitation of targets which are distinctively expressed in certain organs offers the possibility to further enhance the specificity of a treatment. The use of prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) is a good example of a tissue-specific receptor that has been efficiently used to target anticancer drug-loaded nanoparticles. The first generation of prostate-specific nanoparticles incorporated PSMA-binding aptamers on their surface to promote internalization by cancer cells. In a mouse xenograft model, one single intratumoral injection of aptamer-functionalized nanoparticles loaded with docetaxel was able to show a considerably higher proportion of complete tumor regression and significantly prolonged survival rates [90]. Similar aptamer-decorated particles were also shown to be able to incorporate prodrugs of a hydrophilic platinum compound [91]. In order to translate these findings to the clinic, a formulation using a low molecular weight ligand with high affinity for PSMA was developed. These formulations using urea-based ligands provided the advantages of being easier to scale-up, while simultaneously not presenting the potential immunological problems associated with the presence of nucleic acids on the surface of the nanomaterial. A docetaxel-containing formulation functionalized with the PSMA-specific ligand, BIND-014, is currently in phase I clinical trials. Preliminary data showed stable disease in patients at doses below the commonly used regimen for the commercially-available, solvent-based docetaxel formulation [6].

Other specific targets have been investigated to optimize the interactions of therapeutic and diagnostic nanomaterials with diseased cells. For example, anti-CD33 monoclonal antibody has been successfully exploited to target leukemic cells since CD33 is a surface antigen expressed on over 80% of leukemia blast cells from acute myeloid leukemia (AML)-suffering patients but not on healthy cells [92]. Gemtuzumab, a monoclonal antibody to CD33 linked to a cytotoxic drug, was approved by the FDA in 2000 for use in patients over the age of 60 with relapsed AML. Upon the conjugation of anti-CD33 monoclonal antibody, the modified polymer/liposome hybrid nanovectors demonstrated enhanced internalization by CD33+ leukemia cell lines while limited interaction was found for nanovectors decorated with an isotype-matched control antibody [93]. In addition, the drug-loaded anti-CD33 nanoformulation exhibited the highest cytotoxicity against CD33+ leukemic cells, suggesting a promising targeted nanotherapeutics for the treatment of AML. The cancer cell-specific anti-nucleosome monoclonal antibody 2C5 (mAb 2C5), which recognizes the
surface of various tumor cells (but not normal cells) via tumor cell surface-bound nucleosomes, was also attached to polymeric micelles, making the resulting micelles capable of specifically targeting a broad range of tumors [94]. Intravenous administration of tumor-specific 2C5 micelles loaded with paclitaxel into experimental mice bearing Lewis lung carcinoma resulted in an increased accumulation of paclitaxel in the tumor compared with free drug or paclitaxel in nontargeted micelles and in enhanced tumor growth inhibition.

The increasing availability of monoclonal antibodies for targeted therapy at large has fostered the interest of antibody-functionalized targeted nanomaterial for many years [95-98]. However, the presence of these large biological macromolecules (Ab or Ab fragments) can seriously compromise their circulation times in the bloodstream, and their ability to traffic to their intended destination in vivo [99]. Therefore, large efforts have been put in the development of less immunogenic targeting moieties (e.g., peptides, small molecules) [100, 101] which might possibly have brighter futures for in vivo applications.

2.2.3 Ligand-mediated in vitro diagnosis—In comparison, the immunologic properties of antibodies are much less of a hindrance for ex vivo diagnostic applications, and the field has benefited greatly from the specific-binding properties of these molecules to recognize and detect biomarkers of interest [1]. Several nanomaterials can be modified with different combinations of specific markers to rapidly screen molecular profiling of small populations of cancer cells at good signal-to-noise levels [102], which is of clinical importance for early cancer detection. An example of such technique named “bioorthogonal nanoparticle detection” (BOND) was developed by Weissleder and colleagues [102]. In this work, live cells were labeled with trans-cyclooctene-modified antibodies (anti-HER-2, EpCAM and EGFR, respectively) followed by coupling with tetrazine-modified fluorescent-labeled iron oxide nanoparticles (Figure 5A and B). The transverse relaxation rate ($R_2$) was measured for ~1000 cells, a sample size in line with clinical specimens, using a miniaturized diagnostic magnetic resonance detector. As shown in Figure 5C, markers signals were nearly at normal levels for benign fibroblasts and leukocytes (except for CD45, naturally expressed in the latter) while tumor cells showed considerable heterogeneity in the expression of the different markers. The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) signals correlated well with the actual expression levels that were independently determined by flow cytometry using a larger sample size (Figure 5C). This BOND platform demonstrated its application in clinically-oriented molecular profiling by utilizing the polyvalent interactions between engineered nanomaterials and their targets of interest on cell surfaces.

Similarly, small molecules can also be utilized for specific recognition. For example, the self-assembly properties of mannose-functionalized nanoobjects upon interactions with the lectin-coated E. Coli bacterial wall was utilized to detect the presence of the pathogen at different concentrations [103]. In this work, the material becomes highly fluorescent by spatially-rearranging itself in a polymeric fiber structure upon interaction with bacteria. Similarly, in a two-step approach, Weissleder et al. decorated the surface of gram-positive bacteria by targeting the surface D-Ala-D-Ala functional groups on the pathogen with vancomycin-trans-cyclooctene conjugates [104]. The presence of these conjugates is subsequently detected using tetrazine-functionalized magnetofluorescent nanoparticles which can attach covalently in situ with the cyclooctene moieties [102, 104].

2.2.4 Selection of ligands—Depending on the intended application, the ligands chosen in the nanomaterial design will highly influence the efficacy of the system. For ex vivo diagnosis, the nanoparticles are expected to immobilize on the cell surface via ligand-receptor interactions as a diagnostic tag. The high affinity and specificity of the ligands are of paramount importance for the reduction of false negatives and positives, respectively. In contrast, nanoparticles that serve as delivery vehicles for drugs will have other
considerations. For example, considering that intracellular delivery of drug-loaded nanoparticles could provide enhanced therapeutic effects, selection techniques have been developed to distinguish internalizing ligands from non-internalizing ligands [105, 106]. Hild et al. elegantly showed that QDs modified with agonists binding to G protein-coupled receptors could be internalized whereas the same nanoparticles modified with antagonists could not [107]. The functionalization of the nanomaterial with the appropriate ligand dictates the fate of the nanoparticle, allowing for either simple flagging of the cell surface or further uptake to deliver a payload using the same target. Recently, Xiao et al. designed a cell-uptake selection strategy to isolate a group of cancer-cell specific internalizing RNA aptamers (Figure 6A) [108]. In this strategy, selection was carried out against prostate cancer cells using counter selection with non-prostate and normal prostate cells to remove non-specific strands. The internalizing ligands were preferentially collected by deleting non-internalizing, membrane-bound aptamers. The cell uptake properties of nanoparticles functionalized with the identified aptamers were confirmed to be highly specific and efficient (Figure 6B).

Further efforts are now underway to identify ligands with the appropriate affinity and to apply these binding ligands to specifically engineer nanomaterials for diagnosis and targeted therapy [109]. One might note, however, that for a specific ligand, the internalizing properties of the nanomaterial can also depend on multiple physicochemical properties, like size [110] and surface density [111]. The biological processes emerging from successful internalization of the nanomaterials by the cells will be discussed in Section 2.3.

2.2.5 Considerations for personalized medicine—In the near future, the availability of ligand-functionalized therapeutic nanomaterial will have a clear impact on the individualized treatment of diseases. In this context, the detection and monitoring of the target expression before initiating therapy and during the whole treatment will clearly be of utmost importance. Similarly, multivalent nanoparticles are complex objects in which behavior depends on a variety of physicochemical properties [6, 112]. Presently, efforts should be made to better understand how ligand-functionalized nanomaterials interact with their targets. In parallel, a better comprehension of the correlations between target expression patterns and cancer prognosis is also required. When both of these aspects are addressed, the therapeutic targets to select for the rational design of nanomedicine will become clearer.

2.3 Interactions during intracellular processing

Once endocytosed, nanomaterials are internalized and remain entrapped in transport vesicles which traffic along the endolysosomal scaffold, thereby exerting key effects on subcellular organelles. Intracellular trafficking and the fate of nanomaterials are linked to their physicochemical properties and endocytic pathways [113-116]. For example, nanoparticles taken up by clathrin-dependent receptor-mediated endocytosis (RME) are typically destined for lysosomal degradation; whereas, clathrin-independent RME internalization leads to endosomal accumulation and sorting to a nondegradative path [116]. While some drug delivery systems aim to avoid lysosomal degradation [117], recent studies have utilized directed delivery to this environment for the enzymatic release of therapeutics [116, 118]. Understanding the key intracellular interactions of nanoparticles has allowed researchers to engineer nanoparticles for highly specialized delivery. Appropriate design and engineering of nanocarriers could therefore allow for controlled intracellular delivery of therapeutics to individual intracellular compartments, which provides benefits to therapies associated with these unique organelles, including cancer therapy, gene therapy, and lysosomal storage disease (LSD) treatments. Furthermore, by offering an alternative to passive diffusion as an entryway into the cells, the design of nanomaterials that can be internalized by receptor-
mediated endocytosis and thus release their active drugs inside subcellular organelles might provide a useful means to circumvent efflux pump-mediated drug resistance [119]. Here we briefly discuss several examples where the physiological endosomal and lysosomal environment can be exploited to develop responsive drug delivery systems.

2.3.1 Intracellular drug release—Polymer-drug conjugates were among the earliest formulations designed to preferentially release their payload inside the cell. Poly[N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide] (HPMA) was the first synthetic polymer-drug conjugate to enter clinical trials in 1994. Others, like degradable polyglutamate (PGA), have also been widely clinically investigated as anticancer nanomedicines [118]. These nanosized drug delivery systems are based on the covalent conjugation of chemotherapeutics to hydrophilic polymers, which markedly improves solubility as well as alters drug biodistribution and pharmacokinetics. Conjugates have longer half-life (typically > 1 h) than free drug (< 5 min) when circulating in the blood, leading to significantly increased drug concentrations in tumors [120-122]. Since most drugs need to be released from the macromolecule to exert their pharmacological effect, the nature of the linker between the drug and the polymer is therefore of crucial importance (Figure 7). Although the chemical reacting groups on both the macromolecule and the drug dictate the character of the linker available, various classes of bonds with passive or physiologically-triggered cleavage have been studied [123]. Clinical experience has shown that rapid degradation of ester bonds in the bloodstream could lead to suboptimal distribution of the drug in the tumor [124-127]. Therefore, if the drug exerts its effects through an intracellular pharmacological receptor, it can be beneficial to design the conjugate with a lysosomally-degradable peptidyl linker (e.g., Gly-Phe-Leu-Gly). This type of linker is stable in the bloodstream but can be cleaved by the lysosomal protease cathepsin B once internalized over 24-48 h [114, 118, 128]. Lysosomes and lysosomal hydrolase malfunctions have been associated with several aspects of malignant transformation, including the loss of cell growth control, altered regulation of cell death, and acquisition of chemo-resistance and of metastatic potential [129]. Lysosomal protease-mediated drug release is thus a key conceptual design principle for the chemotherapy of cancer with nanomedicine [118]. An exciting clinical program is assessing a PGA-paclitaxel conjugate (CT-2103; Opaxio) using the Gly-Phe-Leu-Gly linker [120, 130]. In this system, paclitaxel is released to a small extent by slow hydrolytic release, but is released mainly through lysosomal cathepsin B degradation of the polymer backbone [131]. Experiments in cathepsin-B-homozygous knockout mice confirmed the importance of enzyme degradation and intracellular delivery. Clinical studies showed that a significant number of patients responded to stable disease profiles, particularly in patients with mesothelioma, renal cell carcinoma, NSCLC and in paclitaxel-resistant ovarian cancer [120]. In a recent randomized phase III clinical trial, PGA-paclitaxel demonstrated reduced severe side effects and superior therapeutic profiles compared with gemcitabine or vinorelbine as a first-line treatment for poor performance status NSCLC patients [132, 133]. Additionally, in comparison with men this trial showed increased survival in women treated with PGA-paclitaxel, specially marked in pre-menopausal women [134]. It should also be noted that activity might correlate with estrogen levels which increase expression of cathepsin B [135]. If these findings are confirmed in larger studies, PGA-paclitaxel could be used as a potential gender-specific first-line therapy to treat women with NSCLC.

In addition to lysosomally-cleavable peptide linkers, pH-sensitive cis-aconityl, hydrazone and acetal linkages that respond to changes in intracellular pH have also been used [115]. They can be hydrolyzed under the local acidic pH (6.5-4) within endosomal and lysosomal vesicles [136]. As such, pH-sensitive [137-140] or reduction-specific [141, 142] nanoparticle formulations have been designed to facilitate the intracellular delivery of active components. Once low molecular weight drugs are released in the endosome, they are free to escape the intracellular vesicles by diffusion. However, for high molecular weight or
charged compounds (e.g., proteins or nucleic acids), passive diffusion through the membrane is difficult and the formulation needs to further provide endosome-disruptive properties to allow for intracytosolic delivery.

Considerable effort has been made to design various types of endosomolytic formulations, especially for the delivery of siRNA and other therapeutic nucleic acids. siRNA must escape from endosome compartments before endosomal/lysosomal degradation occurs in order to exert their gene silencing activity. A wide range of delivery systems have been developed, including dendrimers, liposomes, cationic lipid-like compounds (lipidoids), cyclodextrin, polyethyleneimine (PEI) and others, to facilitate endosomal escape and ensure cytosolic delivery of the therapeutics. In these systems, membrane-disruptive properties can be obtained by using proteins and peptides [143, 144], polymers [145, 146] or simply by incorporating a high number of ionisable amine groups to exploit the proton sponge effect [117]. Figure 8 illustrates the mechanisms of the proton sponge effect, in which nucleic acids are released from polyamine-containing nanoparticles in acidic endosomes. The key to understanding the proton pump hypothesis is the lysosomal proton pump (v-ATPase), which is responsible for acidification of the lysosomal compartment. Within acidifying lysosomal compartments, unsaturated amines on the nanoparticle surface are capable of sequestering protons that are supplied by the proton pump, continuing pump activity and leading to the retention of one Cl- anion and one water molecule for each proton that enters the lysosome. Ultimately, this process causes lysosomal swelling and rupture, leading to siRNA-loaded particle deposition in the cytoplasm [20].

Finally, increasing attention has been focused on the targeting of therapeutic agents to specific organelles. This can be achieved by attaching subcellular targeting ligands on the surface of nanomaterials to redirect their accumulation to desired compartments. For instance, Niemann-Pick type A and B are rare genetic LSDs associated with a deficiency of acid sphingomyelinase (ASM), a single enzyme required for the metabolism of lipids, glycoproteins or mucopolysaccharides [147]. A recent study demonstrated that the specific delivery of recombinant ASM to lysosomes by nanocarriers coated with antibody against intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) could alleviate lysosomal lipid accumulation and improve the efficacy of enzyme replacement therapy [147].

2.3.2 Considerations for personalized medicine—The utilization of intracellular enzymes to trigger the therapeutic activity of nanoconstructs has considerable implications for personalized medicine. As differences in enzyme expression between individuals and pathologies are expected, the sophisticated systems described above might prove more beneficial in a certain subset of patient populations. For example, if the effect of gender-specific cathepsin B expression on the efficacy of PGA-paclitaxel is further confirmed in clinical trials, the appeal of the drug conjugate to treat women-specific cancer types (e.g., ovarian, breast) will certainly be strengthened. More generally, the linkers that can be cleaved by an intracellular protease of interest (e.g., Gly-Phe-Leu-Gly linker) might turn out to be very useful for the design of future drug delivery systems to treat patients overexpressing the target proteases.

The development of drug delivery systems which can effectively deliver their payload inside the cells is also crucial for the future of nucleic acid-based therapies. These therapies hold great promises as treatment and prevention methods for various diseases. For example, successful delivery of siRNA could inhibit the expression of MDR transporters and may restore tumors’ chemosensitivity to treatment [148, 149]. In this context, the combination of conventional chemotherapeutics with siRNA-based therapeutics represents a promising therapy for patients with chemoresistance malignancies.
3. Engineered nanomaterials for personalized medicine applications

Nanomaterials have evolved significantly over the last few years and nanomedicine has brought unprecedented advances in the diagnosis, imaging and treatment of a variety of diseases. Presently, nearly 250 nano-sized products exist in various stages of development, including nanomaterials with different compositions, physicochemical characteristics, surface functionality and geometry [150]. The following section will explore some examples of the applications of nanomaterials relevant to personalized medicine and the associated design features based on an understanding of nano-bio interactions.

3.1 Ex vivo diagnostics

The identification of biomarkers represents the first step in attaining an individually tailored medicine. Biomarkers could be mutant genes, RNAs, proteins, lipids or metabolites that are associated with a specific pathological stage or clinical outcome. Molecular profiling studies on biomarker discoveries have shown that gene expression patterns can be used to identify cancer classification, yielding new insights into tumor pathology such as stage, grade, clinical course and response to treatment [151]. Alizadeh et al. were the first to report the correlation between gene expression patterns and clinically distinct subtypes of cancer based on their study of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma [152]. The concept of a specific molecular profile for each patient’s tumor was later validated [153, 154]. By linking biomarkers with cancer behavior, it is possible to improve diagnosis, assess response to treatment and evaluate progression of cancer based on each patient’s molecular profile [155].

The enhanced interactions that occur between nanomaterials and biomacromolecules (e.g., proteins and nucleic acids) markedly improve the sensitivities of current detection methods. Nanomaterial surfaces can be tailored to selectively bind biomarkers and sequester them for subsequent high-sensitivity proteomic tests [156]. For example, nanoparticles containing DNA sequences complementary to messenger RNAs of biomarker genes can be used as simple and semi-quantitative beacons for the detection of the expression patterns of biomarkers in a single cell [157]. A bio-barcode assay has been recently developed based on oligonucleotide modified gold nanoparticles for high-throughput detection of nucleic acid and protein targets [15]. This approach utilizes gold nanoparticles functionalized with oligonucleotides and antibodies to target either a patient’s DNA or a protein sample and can detect multiple markers with high accuracy (95%). This nanoparticle-based bio-barcode assay has extraordinarily high sensitivity ($10^{-18}$ M) similar to that of PCR-based assays but without the need for lengthy amplification procedures [14, 15]. Furthermore, this approach does not suffer from the problems often associated with conventional fluorescent probes for microarray labeling, such as photobleaching (loss of signal after exposure to light), which opens a new avenue for developing highly selective panel assays for early detection of a wide range of diseases. This technology has been approved by the FDA for genetic screening to determine drug sensitivity and to detect genetic mutations. It is currently being validated for the detection of proteins found in prostate cancer, ovarian cancer, and Alzheimer’s disease [16].

Likewise, the simultaneous use of nanomaterials with different ligands can allow concurrent detection and precise profiling of the epitopes present in cell specimens. Yezhelyev et al. demonstrated the detection and quantification of multiple biomarkers in human breast cancer cells and biopsies using QDs conjugated with primary antibodies against HER2, ER, PR, EGFR and mTOR [158]. The parallel evaluations of three specimens revealed distinct molecular profiles: one tumor biopsy over-expressed EGFR, another ER and PR, and the third one ER and HER2. This high throughput ex vivo screening analysis could be used to identify the molecular signatures of an individual patient’s tumor, and to correlate a panel of
cancer biomarkers with the clinically distinct subset of biomarkers present in the patient’s tumor.

Nanomaterials can also be used to harvest disease-relevant biomarkers in the sample for early detection. Luchini et al. used Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) hydrogel nanoparticles to harvest and concentrate low molecular weight (LMW) biomarkers (e.g., proteins and metabolites) from biological fluids via electrostatic interactions [159]. The hydrogel nanoparticles possessed defined porosity and negatively- and positively-charged groups for a rapid one-step sequestration and concentration of the ionized LMW fractions from complex serum molecules. The captured peptides or proteins were protected from further enzymatic degradation and were readily extracted from the particles by electrophoresis. When using the nanoporous sieves presented in this study, the proteins are denatured when eluted out of particles and then analyzed by MS for biomarker discovery. The denaturation step may hinder subsequent applications that require the analytes to be in their native state (e.g., immunoassays, enzymatic assays). Therefore, it is necessary to develop novel nanoparticles which preserve the conformational integrity of the isolated proteins. Combined with current proteomic technologies, these nanoparticles provide enormous enhancement of rare biomarkers associated with disease.

3.2 In vivo imaging

In recent years, several medical diagnostic technologies have been developed for clinical imaging and detection, including fluorescence imaging, positron emission tomography (PET), single-photon-emission computer tomography (SPET), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). These methods require injection of fluorescent trackers, radionuclides or contrast agents. The development of contrast agents able to target specific molecules could advance the molecular characterization of disease, from the identification of disease-associated molecular pathways to the clinical monitoring of relevant biomarkers before and after treatment [5]. Nanomaterials have been explored as platforms for the development of novel contrast agents because they are easily functionalized, possess high contrast, and have tunable physicochemical properties [5].

Various formulations of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) are approved or are under clinical investigation for imaging. A key advantage of SPIONs in comparison to other inorganic or heavy metal-based MRI contrast agents is their innocuity. Particles can be degraded to iron and iron oxides molecules that are metabolized, stored in intracellular pools as ferritin, and incorporated into hemoglobin [160]. Administration of 100-200 mg iron/kg in rodent models elicited no detectable side effects [160, 161], a dose well above that used for MRI procedures (< 5 mg/kg). Ferumoxides (Feridex I.V.®) and ferucarbotran (Resovist®) are clinically approved as the first generation SPIONs and are suitable for T2- and T2*-weighted imaging. These contrast agents rely on passive targeting strategies to detect and evaluate lesions of the liver associated with an alteration in the MPS [162]. Their distinctive in vivo behavior dictates their utility in the clinic: ferumoxides, administered via slow infusion, for the detection of small focal lesions with high accuracy during delayed phase imaging [163] and ferucarbotran, which can be administered as a rapid bolus, to produce higher liver-to-tumor contrast during dynamic imaging [164]. Two other SPIONs formulations are currently in clinical trials as contrast agents for MR angiography (MRA). Supravist (Ferucarbotran, a T1-weighted reformulation of Resovist) and VSOP-C184 (7-nm, citrate-coated SPION formulation) have generated first-class images comparable to those using gadolinium (Gd) based agents but with favorable safety, tolerability, and efficacy data [165-167]. These nanoparticle-based MRA agents will likely play an important role in advancing angiography as imaging modality for personalized medicine due to their advantages of long plasma half-life and ultra-small sizes that facilitate the detection of small vessels with slow and/or complex flow [165, 168]. SPIONs are now being developed to
track cell movement \textit{in vivo} following transplantation with the long-term goal of developing and monitoring personalized cell-based therapies [169].

For similar applications and as an alternative approach to the use of MRI, others have utilized QDs as probes for high resolution molecular imaging of cellular components and for tracking a cell’s activities and movements inside the body [170, 171]. With the capability of single-cell detection, these nanomaterials enable the real-time characterization of properties of certain cancer cells that distinguish them from closely related non-pathogenic cells.

Since targeted cancer treatments are selected on the basis of the expression patterns of specific biomarkers, there is an urgent need for detecting and monitoring the changes in biomarker expression \textit{in situ} in a non-invasive manner. Nanoparticles are in development to maximize the specificity of contrast agents by exploiting receptor-ligand interactions. Targeted nanoparticles are able to accumulate at sites where the molecular target is expressed, increasing the local concentration of contrast agents.

One example is the $^{18}$F-labeled ABY-025 affibody, a compact three-helix bundle that binds HER-2 [5, 172]. When tested in animals, the $^{18}$F-labeled ABY-025 was able to directly assess HER-2 expression \textit{in vivo} using PET and monitor changes in receptor expression in response to therapeutic interventions [172]. Lee and colleagues also reported that herceptin-conjugated magnetic nanoparticles that target HER-2 could significantly enhance MR sensitivity compared with currently available probes, enabling the detection of a tumor mass as small as 50 mg [173]. The correlation of the signal observed by non-invasive imaging modalities with receptor expression could be utilized to perform follow-up studies without the need for biopsies to evaluate treatment efficacy and direct therapy tailoring.

In the near future, \textit{in vivo} imaging techniques using nanomaterials will go beyond the field of oncology. Monocrystalline iron oxide particles functionalized with anti-myosin Fab fragments are in preclinical development to detect myocardial infarcts [174]. Similarly, combination approaches using two or more imaging modalities are particularly appealing. Cross-linked iron oxide nanoparticles (CLION) activated by proteases were prepared by encapsulating iron oxide nanoparticles within polymer-Cy5.5 conjugates, combining fluorescence and MRI imaging to assess the enzymatic activity in plaques [175-178]. In this system, the fluorescence of the multiple Cy5.5 molecules was quenched until the lysine-lysine bonds were cleaved by cathepsin B, which is upregulated in atherosclerotic lesions. The CLION developed initially for tomography was also able to image vulnerable plaques and infarcted lesions. Other multi-modal nanoparticle-based contrast agents include fluorescently labeled gadolinium-conjugated gold nanoparticles [179] and paramagnetic lipid-coated QDs [180].

\subsection*{3.3 Theranostic nanoparticles}

Theranostic nanoparticles integrate molecular imaging and drug delivery, allowing the imaging of therapeutic delivery as well as follow-up studies to assess treatment efficacy [181-183]. Theranostic nanoparticles can serve as useful tools to explore the fundamental process of drug release after cellular internalization of nanoparticles, which could provide key insights into the rational design of targeted nanocarriers for personalized treatment.

For example, a smart core-shell QD platform, namely QD-aptamer (doxorubicin), was engineered to sense drug release (Figure 9) [183]. A10 RNA aptamer was used to recognize the extracellular domain of PSMA. The intercalation of doxorubicin within the double-stranded “GC” dinucleotide segment of the A10 aptamer on the surface of QDs resulted in quenching of both QD and doxorubicin fluorescence (“OFF” state). Upon receptor-mediated endocytosis of targeted QD conjugates into PSMA-expressing prostate cancer cells, the
released doxorubicin induced the recovery of fluorescence from both the QDs and doxorubicin (“ON” state). This system allowed sensing of the intracellular release of doxorubicin and enabled the synchronous fluorescent localization and killing of cancer cells.

Another elegant design is the drug-containing paramagnetic nanoparticles targeted to various atherosclerotic plaque lesions components including the αvβ3 integrin [184], fibrin [185], and collagen type III [186], allowing both targeted MR imaging and drug delivery. Animal studies were performed using αvβ3-targeted nanoparticles containing the anti-angiogenesis drug fumagillin repeatedly administered to atherosclerotic rabbits [184]. The results demonstrated that nanoparticle accumulation enabled imaging of the atherosclerotic lesion and generated an anti-angiogenic effect. Advances in this field will pave the way for detecting disease, targeting therapies, and assessing response with one single nanoparticle agent.

3.4 Targeted therapies

One of the major avenues of personalized nanomedicine is the development of delivery platforms that can specifically target diseased tissues (i.e., tumor) [187]. In theory, drug targeting would not only ensure a more effective treatment of the target tissue, but also permit a much lower overall dose to be administered than conventional drug delivery, reducing adverse side effects and increasing patient compliance. Two approaches, both passive and active targeting, have been utilized to home nanoparticles to active sites in disease conditions.

Passive targeting takes advantage of the inherent biophysicochemical properties of the nanoparticles (size, shape, charge and flexibility etc.). This phenomenon is most often associated with EPR effects in tumors. A recent in vivo breast cancer study in rodents showed that the passive targeting approach can be used to personalize treatment [188]. Individualized therapy in its simplest form could be achieved by studying the intratumoral accumulation of iodine-containing liposomes by X-ray tomography to predict the deposition of therapeutic doxorubicin-loaded liposomes in the diseased tissue [188]. If tumor accumulation is found to correlate with the patient’s susceptibility to treatment, this approach could be used to identify individuals with lesions possessing leaky vasculature and who would benefit the most from nanosized formulation.

Actively targeted personalized therapies involve surface modification of drug carriers with ligands such as antibodies, peptides, aptamers, and small molecules that specifically bind to tissues of interest. The drug can then be delivered to the target cells through receptor-mediated internalizing interactions as presented in section 2.2 and 2.3. The binding targets of the modified nanocarriers include differentially overexpressed receptors/antigens on the plasma membrane of disease cells and the differentially overexpressed extra-cellular matrix proteins in diseased tissues. For instance, a peptide-conjugated nanoparticle was shown to target the vascular basement membrane exposed on injured vasculature [189]. The C-11 peptide decorating the nanoparticles showed high affinity for collagen IV, which represents 50% of the vascular basement membrane. This targeted nanoparticle platform holds particular promise for treatments of targeted blood vessel walls such as catheter or stent-induced cardiovascular injuries.

Intracellular organelles can also be targeted. Direct DNA delivery to the mitochondrial matrix has been suggested for the treatment of genetic diseases associated with mitochondrial genome defects [190]. Lee et al. conjugated the mitochondrial leader peptide, a peptide derived from the nucleocytosol-expressed but mitochondria-localized ornithine transcarbamylase, to polyethylenimine using a disulfide bond to render the resultant PEI-MLP conjugates mitochondriotropic [190]. In vitro delivery tests of rhodamine-labeled
DNA into living cells demonstrated that PEI-MLP/DNA complexes were localized at mitochondrial sites. The data suggested that PEI-MLP can deliver DNA to the mitochondrial sites and may be useful for the development of direct mitochondrial gene therapy.

3.5 Combination therapies

The combination of multiple therapeutic agents in a single nanocarrier has been proposed as an alternative approach to increase the efficacy of anticancer treatments through synergistic interactions while mitigating drug resistance [191]. As a proof of concept, Kolishetti et al. developed a targeted therapeutic nanoparticle system for co-delivery of cisplatin and docetaxel, two drugs with different metabolic targets, to prostate cancer cells [192]. In this approach, a Pt(IV) cisplatin prodrug-polymer conjugate was blended with PLGA-PEG and docetaxel to form nanoparticles (Figure 10) [192]. The dual-drug encapsulated nanoparticles were then conjugated with the A10 aptamer to target PSMA overexpressing cancer cells. In vitro studies demonstrated that the aptamer targeted, dual-drug loaded nanoparticles were 5 to 10 times more cytotoxic than respective single drug encapsulating nanoparticles.

The release of multiple payloads can also be tailored to enhance efficacy. Sengupta et al. synthesized a biphasic “nanocell” with a lipid layer containing combretastatin and a hydrophobic core containing PLGA-doxorubicin conjugates [193]. This construct enabled temporal release of the two drugs: combrestatin was released first to collapse the blood vessels and trap the particles inside the tumor, followed by the release of doxorubicin to kill the tumor cells focally without being diluted by the blood circulation. The polymeric nanocell was compared with liposomes co-encapsulating combretastatin and doxorubicin, which lack the differential drug release kinetics. In murine models bearing Lewis lung carcinoma and B16/F10 melanoma, the nanocell platform resulted in better tumor reduction, longer median survival time, and lower systemic toxicity. This study demonstrated that sequential delivery and scheduling of combinatorial drugs are important parameters that influence drug synergism and side effects.

Finally, combination strategies are particularly appealing in the case of siRNA delivery where the knockdown of specific genes can lead to tremendous improvement in the efficiency of drugs. For instance, MDR-1 gene silencing and paclitaxel co-therapy in PLGA nanoparticles was shown to significantly contribute in overcoming tumor multidrug resistance in vivo [194]. Taken together, the development of combination nanotherapeutic strategies that combine gene silencing and drug delivery could provide a more potent therapeutic effect, especially in refractory tumors.

Research on the development of combinational therapies is on the rise. However, this area will benefit from further investigations involving: (1) the discovery of efficacious molecular targets in cancer cells and better understanding of drug activity in these cells; (2) understanding the pharmacokinetics of different drugs by simultaneously delivering multiple therapeutic agents to the target site; (3) the demonstration of the contribution of each component of the combination to the treatment effect; (4) the development of nanocarriers that allow for precisely-controlled loading and release of two or more drugs with variable properties; and (5) the evaluation of responses to treatment among patients following the use of combination therapies.

4. Challenges with nanomaterials for personalized nanomedicine

4.1 Toxicity of nanomaterials

The uncertain health hazard potential of nanomaterials is probably the most significant hurdle for regulatory approval and commercialization of nanomedical products [195]. The unique physical and chemical properties of nanomaterials (i.e. small size, increased
reactivity, high surface-to-volume ratio, etc.) while are likely to provide health benefits, may also be associated with deleterious effects on cells and tissues [187, 196]. Nanomaterials have dimensions similar to organelles found in the cell and have the potential to interfere with vital cellular functions, resulting in potential toxicity [197]. While engineered nanomaterials offer improved half-life circulation, this implies that the time required for clearance of loaded drug will also be prolonged. Accordingly, some nanoparticles may be retained in the body not only for days, but potentially for years. Some nanomaterials such as metal nanoparticles, metal oxide nanoparticles, QDs, fullerenes and fibrous nanomaterials were found to induce chromosomal fragmentation, DNA strand breakages, point mutations, oxidative DNA adducts and alterations in gene expression [198], sometimes even through cellular barriers [199]. In these cases, the safety profile becomes a major concern. Although there have been no reported examples of clinical toxicity due to nanomaterials thus far, early studies indicate that nanomaterials could initiate adverse biological interactions that can lead to toxicological outcomes [200]. Since the mechanisms and severity of nanotoxicity are not fully predictable or testable with current toxicological methods, the toxicity of nanomaterials is rapidly emerging as an important area of tangential study in the nanomedicine research field.

There are many different factors to consider when designing nanomaterials and an understanding of how different parameters affect toxicity can aid in designing safer nanomaterials for medical applications. Some important parameters to consider include size, shape, surface area, charge, state of aggregation, crystallinity, and the potential to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) [200]. Size is a significant factor and can influence the distribution and toxicity of a material. Studies with gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) in four different cell lines demonstrated that both toxicity and the mechanism of cell death were size-dependent [201]. 1.4 nm AuNPs were 60-fold more toxic than 15 nm AuNPs and cell death from 1.4 nm AuNPs was due to necrosis while 1.2 nm AuNPs caused apoptosis of the cells [201]. The toxicity of the 1.4 nm AuNPs was due to the ability to intercalate with DNA while AuNPs of larger sizes were unable to intercalate with the DNA [202]. Size can affect both the distribution within the body as well as the distribution within a cell [203, 204]. Studies of QDs in macrophages have shown that QD size influences subcellular trafficking, with the smallest QDs able to target histones in the cell nucleus [204]. Composition is another factor that influences the toxicity of nanomaterials. QDs may create a health hazard due to toxic heavy metal elements such as cadmium that are incorporated into the QDs [205]. It may, however, be possible to reduce the potential toxicity of nanomaterials such as QDs by adding a coating or nanoshell [206].

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are a nanomaterial that has great potential in various medical applications. However, concerns have emerged over its toxicity due to its shape, which resembles asbestos fibers [207]. Longer CNTs have been shown to act like indigestible fibers that lead to frustrated phagocytosis and granuloma formation [208]. Studies in mice have shown that frustrated phagocytosis can lead to massive release of oxygen radicals by immune cells, which can result in chronic granulomatous inflammation and potentially mesothelioma if the CNTs are in the pleural cavity or peritoneum [209]. CNTs can cause mutagenic effects through the generation of inflammation and direct interaction with components of the cell. Exposure of mice to CNTs by inhalation increased the rate of mutation of the K-ras gene locus in the lung, with the mutations occurring during times of maximum inflammation in the tissue [210]. CNTs can also interact directly with the cellular cytoskeleton, including the microtubule system during the formation of the mitotic spindle apparatus, leading to aberrant cell division [211].

Nanomaterials such as titanium dioxide can cause toxicity based on crystalline structure. Cytotoxic studies showed that the anatase form of titanium dioxide was 100 times more
toxic than the rutile form, and that the toxicity correlated with the generation of ROS under UV light [212]. Oxidative stress and the generation of ROS is a key injury mechanism that promotes inflammation and atherogenesis, resulting in adverse health events [213, 214]. The surface composition also plays a role in nanomaterial toxicity. Discontinuous crystal planes and material defects can act as sites for ROS generation [200]. The presence of transition metals or organic chemicals on the surface of nanomaterials can also result in oxygen radical formation and oxidative stress [215].

The degradability of a nanomaterial is another important parameter to consider for toxicity. If nondegradable nanomaterials have no mechanism of clearance from the body, they can accumulate in organs and cells and exert toxic effects. Injectable gold compounds have been used for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis and the accumulation of gold compounds in the body over time may cause toxic effects in patients [216]. However, biodegradable materials may also cause toxic effects if the degraded components of the material are toxic [217].

In addition, the nanomaterial charge is a significant contributor to the toxicity of the material. Increased in vitro cytotoxicity and in vivo pulmonary toxicity has been observed for cationic polystyrene nanospheres when compared with anionic or neutral polystyrene [218, 219]. Interestingly, the mechanism of toxicity for cationic nanospheres was dependent on the cell type and uptake mechanism [219]. In macrophages, particles entered the cell through phagosomes and caused lysosomal rupture due to the proton sponge effect. Upon entry into the cytosol, the particles caused an increase in Ca\textsuperscript{2+} uptake by mitochondria and oxidative stress, leading to apoptosis. In epithelial cells, cationic particles entered through caveolae. The particles also induced an increase in mitochondrial Ca\textsuperscript{2+} uptake and oxidative stress, but cell death was by necrosis.

As new nanomaterials are developed, it is important to consider potential mechanisms of toxicity. Nanomaterials have the increased potential to cross biological barriers and obtain access to tissues and cells as a result of their physicochemical properties. As novel properties are introduced into nanomaterials resulting in new interactions with biological systems, it is possible that new mechanisms of injury and toxicological paradigms might emerge [200]. A further understanding of how nanomaterials interact with biological systems may provide better methods to engineer nanomaterials to minimize toxicity [20].

4.2 Mass transport

Efficient delivery of nanotherapeutics is another challenge encountered in regards to nanomaterials. The small size of nanoparticles may result in acceleration or delay in their intended action. They may also accumulate non-specifically in certain tissues after administration. Enormous efforts have been expended towards achieving targeted delivery through modification of nanoparticles with antibodies, small molecules, aptamers and/or peptides. However, the biodistribution of nanotherapeutical agents is primarily governed by their ability to negotiate through biological barriers including the mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS), endothelial/epithelial membranes, complex networks of blood vessels, and abnormal blood flow. In addition, drug delivery is further inhibited by barriers such as enzymatic degradation and molecular/ionic efflux pumps that expel drugs from target cells. A full understanding of the interactions between nanomaterials and biological systems will open the door to rational design of nanomedicines and hence improve their biodistribution.

4.3 Complexity of nanopharmaceuticals, characterization, stability and storage

To design therapeutics and diagnostics that are functional for personalized use, multiple components will be integrated into a single nanomaterial, requiring multiple steps such as
chemical synthesis, formulation and purification. Those procedures will inevitably lower the yield and increase the production cost. In addition, scale-up and manufacturing under current good manufacturing practice (cGMP) will be challenging. In general, multifunctional nanotherapeutics have more variables within their physicochemical properties, which make it more difficult to predict the fate and action after administration. The characterization of nanotherapeutic agents also poses a challenge to manufacturers as well as regulators in terms of chemical, physical, magnetic, optical and biological properties. It would be difficult to monitor a wide range of physicochemical parameters including composition, structure, shape, size, size distribution, concentration, agglomeration, surface functionality, porosity, surface area, surface charge, and surface specification after nanotherapeutic agents are administered.

Stability and storage are also hurdles that must be addressed for clinical practice. For example, biodegradable polymers have been widely used as nanotherapeutic carriers. Depending on their chemical and morphological properties, a polymer will start degrading after nanoparticle formulation in aqueous/organic solvents, which usually results in a change in physicochemical properties (such as agglomeration, particle size, surface charge, drug loading, drug release profile), and can in turn affect the performance in vivo. As such, storage conditions may be critical to the shelf life of nanotherapeutics. For example, the measurement result of nanoparticle size, surface charge, polymer degradation rate and drug release profile may be quite different when nanotherapeutics are stored in deionized water, as opposed to phosphate buffered saline (PBS) or human blood serum.

4.4 Limitations and obstacles of personalized nanomedicine

While personalized nanomedicine holds much promise, there are also many challenges associated with it that need to be overcome in order for it to reach its full potential. Manipulating materials at the nanoscale level is difficult and complex due to novel nanoscale interactions, forces and effects that can complicate the reliability, predictability and utility of nanomedical products. Moreover, the potential risks of nanomedicine products and the uncertainties associated with those risks make it difficult to design and obtain consent in clinical trials to assess the clinical utility of such products.

Regulatory approval of nanomedicine products may present another major obstacle. Personalized treatment strategies are inherently not designed to be safe and efficacious for a population, but rather for an individual. Due to the complexity and differences among individual patients in terms of therapeutic response, clinical outcome, genetic profile and many other factors, it is inconceivable to evaluate and approve an exponentially large combinatorial library of possible nanoparticle configurations with various sizes, shapes, surface modifications and therapeutic payloads, especially when considering the long time and high cost associated with the development of an average therapeutic. On the other hand, as the nanomaterials involved in personalized medical applications become more advanced and multifunctional, they may increasingly challenge and eventually invalidate traditional regulatory categories and criteria. Thus, regulatory reform is necessary to facilitate the translation of nano-based medical products into clinical use. It will be critical for the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to make adjustments and additional requirements to provide predictable and well-defined evaluation pathways for nanomedicine products, and to adapt regulatory requirements when appropriate to keep pace with rapidly emerging nanomaterials and nanotechnologies.

The incorporation of nanomaterials and nanotechnology into personalized medicine also brings up ethical issues. Nanodiagnostics and genetic testing offer the opportunity to collect more personal data on patients than ever before [220]. In particular, the use of point-of-care nanodevices that may bypass a health care professional will have a large impact on mass
collection of personal data. This large volume of molecular-level data collected by such nanodevices will challenge the health care system in terms of storage and handling as well as privacy issues, and may raise questions for patients who will receive a torrent of medical information that will inevitably contain false positive and other misleading data [187].

The advances in nanomaterials and nanobiotechnology will play an important role in the development of cutting-edge diagnostic and therapeutic tools, which are an essential component of personalized medicine. While nanomedicine products face safety, scientific, regulatory and ethical issues, personalized medicine also encounters challenges and obstacles. A major obstacle with personalized approaches such as genetic testing is heterogeneity. A recent study demonstrated that a tumor’s genetic makeup can vary significantly within a single tumor [221]. The study showed that, within a single tumor, about 2/3 of the mutations found in a single biopsy was not uniformly detected throughout all the sampled regions of the same patient’s tumors. These results elucidated that a single biopsy cannot be considered representative of the landscape of genetic abnormalities in a tumor and that current practices may miss important genetic mutations that could affect the treatment of the disease [222]. Moreover, there were significant differences between mutations in the original tumor and the site of metastasis. The tumor discovered at diagnosis may be very different from the tumor that is growing or exposed to different treatments. However, getting additional biopsies from patients at different stages could be costly and inconvenient for patients. These findings represent a significant challenge for personalized medicine, as the use of genetic testing to direct therapy may be more complex than currently thought.

4.5. Economic considerations

The economical conundrums behind the advance of personalized nanomedicine are intricate. On the one hand, given the important resources devoted to the development of complex nanomaterial systems, the choice to focus only on the treatment of a subset of the population (i.e., HER-2 positive breast cancer patients) might be a difficult one to make. The aforementioned risks and challenges associated with the design of nanomaterial remain similar whether it is to treat all patients suffering from cancer or just a cohort showing a specific mutation. Therefore, the financial gain-to-risk ratio strongly leans towards applications which benefit larger populations. On the other hand, the proof of efficacy needed to obtain regulatory approval might be easier to obtain with a system rationally designed for a specific subpopulation where the prognosis with standard treatment is particularly grim. The evaluation of therapeutic candidates in patients that are more likely to benefit from it might speed up clinical trials and facilitate regulatory approval of the nanomaterial.

In this context, what makes nanomaterials remarkably appealing are their versatility and the ability to transfer the efforts dedicated to the development of one platform to other applications. The example of the CLION system, where the imaging platform was translated from oncology to cardiovascular applications was mentioned in section 3.2 [175-178], but others also exist. For example, liposomes similar to the commercially-available doxorubicin liposomal formulations were recently proposed to act as scavenging nanomaterials for drug detoxification [223, 224]. Similarly, 2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin, an excipient which forms nanosized complexes with multiple drugs, was shown to overcome cholesterol metabolism dysfunction in Niemann-Pick Type C [225, 226]. It was approved in 2011 for the intravenous and intrathecal treatment of this very rare LSD.

Finally, the development of treatments for orphan or “niche” diseases might provide attractive entryways to the clinic for nanomaterials. The favorable benefit-to-risk ratio expressly encountered in disorders for which no current treatment exist can prove an
efficient way of showing the feasibility of an approach as well as the tolerability and safety of a novel material. In this perspective, scientists at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia have invested tremendous efforts in developing an adenovirus-based treatment for Leber Congenital Amaurosis (LCA), a very rare degenerative disease which irremediably leads to blindness [227-229]. This gene delivery vector, which is now in phase II/III for LCA, was developed in parallel with an analogous formulation containing encoding DNA for the human coagulation factor IX, for the treatment of hemophilia B [230]. These examples, showcasing the versatility of drug delivery systems, offer strong support to the future contribution of nanomedicine to personalized medicine.

5. Conclusions

In summary, the application of nanomaterials in the realm of medicine has demonstrated tremendous potential from early diagnosis of disease to the development of highly effective targeted therapeutics. As our understanding of health and disease become more refined at the molecular level, the potential of nanomaterials to address the biological complexities of diseases will increase. Likewise, opportunities to develop patient- and disease-specific therapeutics or diagnostic modalities will emerge.

Contemporary chemistry and material science enable the fabrication of a virtually infinite library of nanomaterials. In the near future, these materials will be engineered to efficiently optimize interactions with biological systems for a range of medical applications. For the purpose of targeted therapy and diagnostic imaging, nanocarriers should possess improved stability, extended circulation half-life, favorable biodistribution profiles, lower immunotoxicity as well as targeting to specific tissues, cells and subcellular organelles. Proper ligands will also be chosen based on differential expression of molecular markers on the basis of disease cells to produce patient-specific nanomedicines. When used for detection and diagnosis, nanomaterials should be engineered to avoid non-specific protein absorption and specifically recognize the targets of interest with high affinity. In this context, an in-depth understanding and thorough investigation of how nanomaterials interact with biological structures is required. In order to promote the development of nanomedicines into clinically feasible therapies, there is an urgent need for complete characterization of nanomaterial interactions with biological milieus that drive possible toxicological responses. Medical products must be demonstrated to not only be effective but also safe before they are approved for patient use. Some experimental studies have indicated that engineered nanomaterials could exhibit unique toxicological properties in cell culture and in animal models that may not be predicted from the toxicological assessment of the bulk version of the same materials. To establish a database and appropriated standardized protocols for toxicity assessment, the mechanism of nanomaterial-induced toxicity must be fully explored and nanomaterials must be investigated in vitro and in vivo (e.g., absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion and toxicological studies) on a particle-by-particle basis.

In parallel, the concept of personalized medicine is also particularly appealing from the perspective of optimizing treatments for an individual patient. Nevertheless, this is a nascent field that has yet to reach its full potential. A potential error may be to succumb to over-enthusiasm and adopt personalized therapeutic practices without strong evidence that personalized treatment is superior to conventional approaches. Even in the field of antibody-based targeted anticancer treatments, which benefited from a head-start in individualized therapies, each clinical or genomic study brings new understanding of the intricate phenomena involved in treating the disease [231]. The understanding of all genomic components of complex diseases like cancer is still unraveling. One should therefore be careful before jumping to conclusions in identifying a particular biomarker as the new ubiquitous target that will eradicate the disease once and for all.
Although significant challenges exist, including regulatory issues and scientific challenges associated with manufacturing nanomedical products, the development and deployment of personalized nanomedicines holds enormous promise for the future treatment of complex diseases. Some nanomedicine products are already in clinical trials, and many others are in various phases of preclinical development. Critical and rational assessment of clinical needs coupled with an improved understanding of physicochemical parameters of nanomaterials that define their effects on the biological system will foster the development of efficient and safe nanomedicine. It is therefore practical to envision a future translation of personalized nanomedicine to the bedside.
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Figure 1.
The physicochemical properties of the nanomaterial surface can trigger the different pathways of complement cascade activation [49-55]. The classical pathway is activated through deposition of specific proteins like antibodies and others. The lectin pathway is triggered by the recognition of the surface by a Mannose-binding Lectin (MBL) through pathogen-associated motifs. The lectin subsequently interacts with a serine protease (MASP) to elicit the formation of a C3-convertase (C4b2a) analogously to the classical pathway. The spontaneous tickover responsible for the alternative pathway activation is constantly present in plasma. When not properly regulated, the preferred deposition of the C3b products on the surface of the nanomaterial amplifies the cascade activation. All 3 pathways lead to C5-convertases that cleave C5 and lead to the deposition of the terminal membrane attack complex which can lyse pathogens and senescent cells, further releasing proinflammatory mediators. The release of proinflammatory chemoattractants is symbolized by the yellow outburst.
Figure 2.
Mechanisms for the transport and accumulation of albumin-bound paclitaxel in tumors. Binding of albumin-bound paclitaxel complexes to the gp60 receptor and subsequent caveolin-1 mediated transcytosis results in transport across the endothelial barrier of the tumor vasculature. SPARC, an albumin-binding protein present in the tumor interstitium, enhances accumulation of the complexes in tumor tissue. Figure taken from reference [59].
Figure 3.
(A) Nanoparticles with ligands specific for endothelial cell surface markers allow for binding and accumulation to tumor vasculature. (B) Once in the tumor tissue, nanoparticles with ligands specific for tumor cell markers can actively bind to tumor cells, enhancing accumulations and promoting receptor-mediated endocytosis. Figure taken from reference [69].
Figure 4.
Assembly and function of targeted cyclodextrin nanoparticles containing siRNA. (a) Nanoparticles consist of four components: (i) a water-soluble, linear cyclodextrin-containing polymer (CDP), (ii) an adamantane (AD)-PEG conjugate (AD-PEG), (iii) the targeting component that has human transferrin (Tf) conjugated to AD-PEG (Tf-PEG-AD), and (iv) siRNA. (b) Aqueous nanoparticle solutions are infused into patients and circulate throughout the body. (c) Nanoparticles accumulate in tumor tissue due to the EPR effect. (D and E) Nanoparticle targeting ligands bind to Tf receptors on tumor cells, resulting in endocytosis (transmission electron micrograph of 50 nm nanoparticles entering a cancer cell). Figure taken from reference [79].
Figure 5.
(A and B) Two-step process for targeting biomarkers on cancer cells. Live cells are labeled with TCO-modified antibodies followed by covalent reaction with Tz-modified fluorescent labeled iron oxide nanoparticles. (C) Cell profiling using a miniaturized diagnostic magnetic resonance device. Excellent correlation was observed between NMR signals of tumor cells and marker expression levels measured using flow cytometry. Figure taken from reference [102].
Figure 6.
(A) Cell-uptake selection process for isolating RNA aptamers capable of cell-specific internalization in prostate cancer cells. (B) Visualization of aptamer-functionalized nanoparticle internalization by PC3 cells using confocal fluorescence microscopy. The nucleus is stained blue (DAPI), the cytoskeleton is stained red (rhodamine phalloidin), and the nanoparticles are green (NBD dye). Figure taken from reference [74, 108].
Figure 7.
Tumor cell internalization of polymer-drug conjugates occurs through several possible mechanisms, including fluid-phase pinocytosis (in solution), non-specific membrane binding (due to hydrophobic or charge interactions) resulting in receptor-mediated pinocytosis, or ligand-receptor docking. The linker used to conjugate drug to the polymer allow for intracellular drug release based on a trigger such as exposure to lysosomal enzymes (e.g., Gly-Phe-Leu-Gly is cleaved by cathepsin B) or low pH (e.g., a hydrazone linker degrades in endosomes and lysosomes (pH 6.5 to <4.0)). Pharmacological targets in the cell are reached by the active or passive transport of drugs out of endosomal or lysosomal vesicles. Intracellular delivery allows drugs to bypass membrane efflux pumps such as p-glycoprotein that aid in drug resistance. Polymers that are not biodegradable can be removed from cells through exocytosis. Figure taken from reference [118].
The proton sponge effect allows for cationic nanoparticles to escape endosomal and lysosomal vesicles and enter the cytoplasm. When cationic nanoparticles enter acidic vesicles, unsaturated amino groups sequester protons supplied by \( \nu \text{-ATPase} \) (proton pump). Sequestered protons cause the pump to continue functioning, leading to the retention of chloride ions and water molecules. Eventually, osmotic swelling causes rupture of the vesicle and the cationic nanoparticles are able to enter the cytoplasm.

*Figure 8.*

The proton sponge effect allows for cationic nanoparticles to escape endosomal and lysosomal vesicles and enter the cytoplasm. When cationic nanoparticles enter acidic vesicles, unsaturated amino groups sequester protons supplied by \( \nu \text{-ATPase} \) (proton pump). Sequestered protons cause the pump to continue functioning, leading to the retention of chloride ions and water molecules. Eventually, osmotic swelling causes rupture of the vesicle and the cationic nanoparticles are able to enter the cytoplasm.
Figure 9.
(a) Schematic of a QD-aptamer (doxorubicin) system capable of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). Doxorubicin is able to intercalate with the A10 PSMA aptamer bound to the QD surface, quenching both QD and doxorubicin fluorescence through a Bi-FRET mechanism (“OFF” state). (b) Aptamer targeting results in receptor-mediated endocytosis of QD-aptamer (doxorubicin) conjugates by cancer cells. Doxorubicin release from QD-aptamer (doxorubicin) conjugates results in fluorescence recovery by both QD and doxorubicin (“ON” state). LNCaP cells expressing PSMA were incubated with QD-aptamer (doxorubicin) for 0.5 h at 37 °C, washed two times with PBS buffer, and further incubated at 37 °C for (c) 0 h and (d) 1.5 h before imaging using confocal laser scanning microscopy. Doxorubicin is shown in red and QDs are shown in green. The lower right images of each panel represent the overlay of doxorubicin and QD fluorescent. The scale bar is 20 μm. Figure taken from reference [183].
Pt(IV)-PLA drug conjugates were blended with PLGA-PEG and docetaxel to form nanoparticles capable of delivering chemotherapy drug combinations. The nanoparticle surface was then functionalized with the A10 aptamer to target the nanoparticles to PSMA receptors. Figure taken from reference [192].